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Blood is damaged when it is subjected to non-

physiological stress inside medical devices; in

a dialysis extracorporeal circuit red blood cells

are particularly damaged by catheter,

peristaltic pump and filter. The index of

hemolysis (HI) gives an experimental

quantification of the hemolytic event, but for

the optimization and prediction of the

hemolytic potential of medical devices,

mathematical models are required. We

identify four classes of predictive models of

hemolysis: power-law, threshold, strain-based

and numerical models. Aim of our study is to

evaluate these models with our experimental

data; in particular, we are interested in the

estimation of hemolysis induced by a 4 French

catheter when it is inserted in an

extracorporeal circulation system, with a

blood flow equal to 10 mL/min and two

different pump types (adult’s and pediatric).

This configuration may represent the optimal

setting for CRR in newborns with dedicated

machines.

Background

Methods

Results

Figure 1 shows our analytical data of shear

stress and exposure time compared with a

threshold curve of hemolysis: all the point are

below the threshold but they are interested by

sub-lethal trauma. Results confirm that the

increase of blood viscosity due to ultrafiltration

is related to more hemolysis in the circuit. The

variation of plasma free hemoglobin induced by

the catheter is greater with the adult’s pump in

the circuit (Table 1). Data of one single test is a

limit for this preliminary results.

Conclusions

There aren’t yet some shared “guide lines” for

the estimation of hemolysis induced by medical

devices. For our specific working conditions and

theoretical assumptions, power-law model is

suitable for the description of hemolytic

phenomenon inside the catheter.

With a simplified version of an extracorporeal

dialysis system we collect pressures and flows for

different test conditions (4, 5 or 7 Fr catheters;

two roller or pediatric three roller peristaltic

pumps). Pressures are measured at access and

return points of the catheter, for blood flux of 7,

10, 15, 30 mL/min. With a second testing circuit

(where blood circulates without the use of a

pump) we obtain an estimation of the release of

hemoglobin induced by the 4 Fr catheter only.

With data from the first circuit we evaluate

power-law and threshold predictive models;

analytical results from the specific configuration

of 4 Fr catheter and 10 mL/min blood flux are

then compared with the variation of free

hemoglobin estimated with the second circuit.
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